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CHAPTER I
INl'RODUCTION
Introduction to the problem
In educational circles a classification that has been

gener~

accepted points out that, within the language arts program, the field
of communications is made u;p of four skills:

the two receptive ones,

listening and reading, and the two expressive ones, spea1d.ng and
writing.
"Can a listening personality and capability be developed? 111
Listening is a complex ability and can no longer be ignored as an

important part of our language arts program.
In this paper,, this writer is concerned ldth the need to teach

children to listen with greater efficiency so as to enhance the
learning processes of the student.

Of' concern also is the ability

to teach effective listening as a sld.11 to be included in the elementary
education curriculum.

!ltlportance of stney-

Listening is becoming nearly' as important as it was be:f."ore man
learned to communicate through written symbols.

The reasons :f."or direct

1stanrord E. Taylor, What Research ~ to the Teacher-Lista~
{Department of Cla.ssroom Tea.chers,, A.mericantducatio'niil Research
Association of the National Fducational Association), P• 3.
l

2
study of the listening skills and of methods by which they can be

taught are pointed Qlt by the following statements:
Todqs world is an oral world. Modern technology made it
possible to talk and to listen to people in the next city1 in
the neighboring country, and around the world. Through the
use of radio, telephone, an:l television, as weJJ. as in face to
face conversation thousands of words are pounded daiq upon
the human ear. • • • Therefore,, the wcrld in 'Which we live
demands a new emphasis on listening am speaking sldlls.2

Too long we

have

assumed that because someone does a lot o£ listening he will

be fa:i.r4r good at it. Untartunate:cy for such reasoning, practice
is ~tul on:cy- when we practice skills, not faulty; and with
cauplex sld.lls the instinctive or nat'tll"al things we do are often
taulty-• .3

The methods and time to be used for the teaching o£ listening
is a point which has cauglrt; the attem;ion of IDal13' educators. All
agree that there is a lag in such classroom instru.ction.

Anderson

says:

Except in isolated instances, virt~ the ~ instruction
in listening that cb.ildren and yomig people receive in the
school in the quite useless admonition 1pq attention 1 er
1 listen oaretul:cy' 1 •
Listening at all levels,_ has been . the
forgotten language art tor many ge:nerations.q.
When a comparison is ma.de of the amomxt of research and writing

and the available helps for instruction in reading to the much lesser

2M. Ard.ell Elwell, Teach? ;n~ !ear~ in the ~Arts
(A School Department Newsletter,, -ourt,lieeam W~-:;1964), P• l.

~h

G. Nichols, "Listening is a Wa.v of Learning,," Teac!E;3
Trends~~ Language~ (adcagos Scott,, Foresman and Canpm'W, p. 7.

bN. R. Dllon.1 "Id.stening: Most Neglected. of the Language Arts",
EJ.ementag !lg].i:ffi, v. 41 (March, 1964), P• 7.

3
amount of material on listening, one reason £or the classroom neglect

is apparent.
In a lecture given by Nichols at F.astern Illinois University,

he reports that:
Before 1951, over 5000 publications bad been released on
reading while only one such article on listening had been
published. The teacher has bad a far greater advantage in
available helps for the teaching of reading. Now that educators
have realized that the child can be taught listen:blg skills as
well as read:ing skills, degrees ~ listening are being passed
out by teacher training schools.5
These and other identified facts about oral communications call
for, in some manner,, the inclusion of inst.ruction for the ll!provement

of listening in our elementary curriculum.
pupil

spends

It is here that the

"more time listening to directions, clarification of

points by the teacher, and the class discussion than he devotes to
speaking, reading, or writing."6
Definition of terms
Liste~

- The term listening may be given a score of definitions,

but perhaps more diversity will be fomd in the ideas held by most
laymen as compared to those suggested by educators.

%.a.Jph G. Nichols, "Listening," Lecture given at F.a.stern Illinois

University, Charleston, IDinois,.1964.

6ru.chard s. Hampleman, "Comparison or Listening and Reading
Comprehension of Fourth and Sixth Grade Pupils,n Elemem& :English,
v. :xxxv {January, 1958), P• 5o.

Somewhere I have heard this statement, "The w<rld is full ot
a great want, not for good preachers but tor good hearers. 117 This
mq have been a lajima.n talking or some<me who had not yet attempted

Ii" an inQ.uirT

a careful an&cy's1s of the terms listening and hearing.

were to be ma.de among laymen concerning the importance ot teaching
listening in the public schools, a great number would concede that the
listening skill is determined by "hearing acuity and intelligence,
and that the schools can do little about either ane."

8

Ma.tzy- irate

pa;rents when they say to their inattentive offspring, "Do you bear me?"
real~

mean "Are you listening to me?"

I:r the child is Within the

distance of spoken sound and has no hearing defect, he usually does

-hear•

Wlv' there is often no response is one factor which

has prcrapted

the need to differentia.te between listen;Wg and hearffig.
As informed persons who have studied the field of commun:i.cations,

Greene

am Petty have asserted that listening 1s more than hearing.

We regular1,y hear many sow:r:ls to which we are not active'.cy'
listening. Listening :implies more than hearing. Id.steni:ng
involves giving active and conscious attention to soun:ls of
auditary e:x;pression for the purpose o£ gd.n1ng some meaning
from it. We :ma.Y" listen to someone speald.ng, to the music of a
tine orchest.'l:'a, or to the traff:t.c soUDis outside our window• In
each case, i f we are really listening, we expect or may be
expected to make same reaction to the somds we hear. Ir we
mereq hear the sOUDis, no overt reaction mq take pla.ce. We
just merely comprehend the sounds we hear and relate them to
our past eJq>er:i.emes. We mllSt give attention to what is being
preserrted or some important d.etai1 may be missed and our
canprehension of the situation may sutter.9

1Source unknown.

v.

8aaJ_ph G. Nichols, "Teaching of I.d.stening1 " Fduca1ii.on D¥est,
XV {November, 1949), P•

34.

.

9Hart7 J.. Greem and Walter T. Petty,
~ ~ Elementary School (AJ.J;yn and Ba.eon

Develop!M ~ Skills
Boston), P• 87.

Inc.,

5
Babcock has this to sa:;r about listening:

Most or us are on the receiving end of oral cammunication
about 40% o:t our working hours. We are not actuall;r listening
all of this time, but we are exposed to the spoken word.
Listening is a verbal skill which requires thoughtful,
constructive, purposeful, and critical powers or mind..10
Babcock has also identified three kinds of auditory reception
and explained the reactions of people as they use each type of

reception in a listening situation--passive, apasmod.ic, and submissive.
Passive reception is best described as 'in one ear and oa.t
on. hi.t and miss,
touch and go.' Submissive reception-is 'hook line and sinker'
reception. Scne people sit quietq and offer no over resistallce
to spoken discourse but at the same t:im.e do not actual.JJ'"
•tune in' on what is being sa:id. Others •tune in' fran time
to time as interest directs, but taka frequent mental side
tr:ips and wind up with a very hazy ani foggy notion of what was
transmitted. still others prepare religiously a transcript o:t
everr word that is uttered but do not bother to assemble into
ideas or to question
validity and pract:Lcality of the
speakers convictions.

the other.' Spasmodic reception is •ott and

Ir

Another attempt to explain the listening sktll is as follows:
liltfective listening is similar to w<rk:i.ng a jigsaw puzzle.
Words, sentences, am. phrases must be proper3'r notched together
by conscious, disciplined, and directed e.t'.tort to prcxince a
complete picture or idea. The pieces or verbal elements do not
automatically fall into_place. They must be care~ am
constructivel\y' managed.l2

For an effective listening skill, the term 11auding1t has been
used by a number of tvriters. Most of these writers have classitied

~rton c. Baboock,, The ~ Hmribook o:r Communicative
llla.?per and Brothers,, New tarlC, --i9m, P• f4; 11D:>id., P•

4.

32Ba.bcock, loc.

2!':•1

P•

J.4.

Skills

6
the sld.lls o:r auditory communication into a three-stage process:
hearing, the process by which speech sounds
of soun:l waves are received and modified by the
2) listening, the process of becoming a.ware of
3) auding, the process !>I which the continuous
translated into meaning.J.3

l)

in the form

ear.
sou.rd sequences,
flow of words is

am.

Russell has eJtl)lained these three stages of auditory conmmnication
as levels of listening which may be indicated to the young student.

No one level is necessarily better than any other, but the
f oll.ow:tng list or levels range .from exact to detailed, .from
aimless to purposeful, from passive to creative:

Hearing

1. Hearing sounis or words but not reacting beyond bare
recognition (e.g., knowing that Joey is speaking).
2.

Intermittent listening--turning the speaker on and off in

a.:imless !ash.ion, as the mind wanders (e.g.,, hearing one
tact about sled dogs but none of the rest of the report on
Eskimos).

3. Ha.l.f·listening--follow:i.ng

the train of discussion but only
. closely enough to seize the first opportunity to have one's
own say le.g., not real]3 hearing what your classmate did
over the week-end but waiting to tell, during the conversation
period, how you caught a fish) •

.Id.stening

4.
5.

Listening passively With little or no observable response.
l The child Who constantly •glues 1 his eyes on his teacher
but otters no reactions in.words-or facial ~ession mJ13
or may not be respom; ng).
Narrow listening in which the main significance or emphasis
is lost as the listener selects details Which may be
relative~ unimportant but which are f'amiliar or agreeable
to him. lA junior high school pupil agrees heartily with
two points made by a panel speaker but disregards other

contributions on all sides of a question).

-

l3Ibid.

7

Auding

6. Listening

and forming associations from related items from

one's own experience. (A second grader notes the relationship between the word 1hound 1 and 'found•,; a fifth grader
who has listened to the report on the gold rush of '49 tells
of his visit to a ghost mining town in the West, relating
his account to items in the report).
7. Iastening closely enough to a talk or report to get ma.in
ideas and supporting details, to follow directions, etc.
{An eighth-grade pupil notes that the main topic of the
report is the cause of the American Revolution and lists
four sueh causes).
8. Listening critically. (A sixth-grade pupil gives eVidence
of critical listening when he asks for more data on the
statement made by a classmate that most South American
countries have democratic governments).
9. Appreciative and creative listening, with genuine mental
and emotional participation. (A pupil resporrls to the humor
of the Benet poem 'John James Audubon, ' and suggests several
other poems that the group might read orally frau The Book
~Americans by tbs Benets, and tells why these
are"
exciting to him.).14

poems

By some, listening has been described as reading with one's
ears.

This is perhaps a not very complete but simple definition.

However, when given critical thought the term "reading with one's

ears" has connotations not analogous with reading from the printed
page.

After the word has been spoken, unless it has been recorded

in some manner, there is no opportunity to review.

Listening must

be a more concentrated act of receptive communication than reading
from a printed page where the symbols remain to be reconsidered and

analyzed at the leisure of the reader.
Although listening is commonly referred to as one of the receptive

14David H. Russell and Elizabeth F. Russell, ld.stening Aids
Grades lBureau of Publications, Teachers College,Columbis University, New York, 1959), p. 1.
Through~

8
phases of the language, this generalization should not classi.f)"
listening as a passiw activ:Lty.

Whether the child is reading or listening, he is active'.cy'
engaging in the perception am comprehension ot facts. He is
conscious:cy or emotionally reacting to them and rela~ what
he reads ar hears to his m:perimental background. Be mBT be
formula.tillg or deciding on a course of action.15
Attend - The mind is intent, earnestly bent, or fixed upon the

thought.
Methods 0£ research
Articles written ror educational periodicals provided a great
amount of material £or purposetul selectivity' when consi.dering a

listening program. Professional books, curricW.um guides, articles
by educators on the develqment of a satisfactory language arts

program, and suggestions ror listening activities from elementary

lallguage arts textbooks have proven belp.tul in determining the usefulness
and need of the teaching of progroessive listening skills.
Ma.tzy- studies have been made "where specific listening skills

were emphasized, significant; gains were made and, in some studies,
other camnunicative skills were also :i.mproved."16 In one such stw:tr,
made by Shepherd in the Mattoon and Charleston, D.linois school

systems,

lSvioJ.a Theman
Woodson w. Fishback, co-editors, English
mifii
Communications, "Id.stening," (The subject field series,
et C""6, 6C'Eober, 1961), Illinois Ourriculum Program, Of'fiee
and

of the Super:t.nten:lent

or

Public Instruction, Springfield, D.li.nois,

P• 9.
16

--

Taylor, loc. cit., P• J.B.

9

a marked improvement was ma.de after only two weeks of special
training :in the art of listening.

Using the

~ntial

Tests

2£

Educational Progress (STEP), both initial aDd £inal tests were given.
Shepherd report;s that:

• • • it is evident that both the grade £ive and six pupils
raised their mean score and their median score on the second
test. The f:i:nal test median far both grades was 1.39
higher than the in:i.tial median. Also, the final mean score
was 3.03 higher than the initial test score.l7
Other materials !ran the Eastern Illinois University and elementary

libraries indicate the growing concern ta5rard the need tar a more
specii"ic Em!Jhasis :in the teaching of critical

am

ef':f'ective listening.

17Terry- R. Shepherd, "A Study 0£ the Effectiveness of Listening
in Grades Five az¥i Six." \Unpublished Master's thesis, Dept. of
Fducation, Ea.stern D.linois University, 1962) 1 P• 44.

CHAPTm II

FACTORS m'WENCING LISTENING HABITS
When considering listening abilities

am

the possibilities of

training for improved listening ski.lls, the factors influeming
listening habits must be reviewed. Many such factors can affect the
development of the listening habits of children.
the ideal place to determine these influences

am

The schoolroom is

to control their

ineffectiveness as much as is possible.
Intelligence
In a consensus of a number

or university staff members concern:J.ng

the la.ck of listening instruction, macy of them sq that "probabq
accounting for our neglect bas been the widespread assumption that

practice and intelligence are the only significant canponents of
efficient listening.• 18 Rational thinld.ng would point to the fact

that the child bas more opportunity to practice listening than
other skill of ccmmnication.

a:rv-

Iong before the ability to utter intelligible

sounds has been mastered., an infant mq listen for the answer to his
cries in the souni of footsteps coming into the roan, or the sound of

Mother 1s voice i'ram. an adjoining room my be all the assurance needed

lBNichols, "Teaching of Listening,," P• 34.

11

to quiet an unhappy youngster.

Listening can sureq be classified as

the :f'irst cOllJlllUJlicative skill to be used.

During the :first several

years of his life 1 the child has 11depended heav:i.JJ" on taJ king and
listening for his contact with those about him and for his in:formation ·.
about the world in which he lives.•19

As in most skills, irrlividual dii'f'erences in listening abilities
will be tound. Within each class.

The slower student

u~

prefers

listening, thus his listenillg skills ma;r be more :fu.14" developed
than bis more :intelligent classmate.

As a slow learner

he depends on the special attributes of listening :ror much of
his understam:Lng. He is assisted in interpreting conten:t by

the speakers appearance, gestures, facial expressions, and
manner of delivery a.1.l of which contribute color and interest
ml also add to the meaning of the words. By eam>arison
the print in a book lies noncommittal on the page: 20
Hawever, these slower students

may

also be more easily distracted

than more advanced students and may possess :fewer advanced listening

skills than the child whose capacity for learning is average or superior

or the

in other areas. A ebild 1s ability to attend is one

greatest

factors influencing his listening comprehension.

It' the child does

not comprehend,, bis attention span Will be short..

Comprehension is

possible o:n.q within the experience of the listener.
ccmprehension

may

leek ot

stem fran cult'Ural deprivation or from limited potential

ability•.

19National Council of Teacltsrs of &lgllsh,
Taj&•s Children (.Appleton-Celiliury-Croffis,

2~qlor, loe. ~., P• J.6.

Inc.,

~

Arls far

~p.l0l>.-

l2

Experiences

One of the best ev:idences the school has that most learning is
done through listening is the backgrow:Jd experiences so apparent
in the beginner's language habits.

"Children With siblings tend

.

to develop poorer language habits than tbcee without.•

21

other

indications of the power of listening comes .f'rom ham.es where good
music is appreciated.

Such homes

usual~

produce children who are

able to interpret to a greater degree the sounds of the symphoey•

Children who have lived far from the sounds of the city in a wooded
area learn earl;r not to fear the sonorous tones of the bullf'rogs

chorus from the nearby pond, or the call of the screech CMl from the
darkness.

UDder the same comitions the city child learns not to feai-

the noises of traffic ar the scream of the siren.
These last two references.
of listening.

~

be the first discr.i.m:inatory acts

The reaction to certain soums has earl;r become an

established pattern in given situations.

The power to listen develops

from infaney through all of the complicated aspects of ef'tective adult
auditOl.'7 reception.

The

motivation tor attentive listening canes

largely .f'.rom backgro\md QPeriences.

The lack of' opportunity for

leisurel;r analysis of oral camnmnications requires at least scme

knowledge of the topic under consideration.

--

2 ~J.ema.n,, loc. cit.

13
Emotions
.&notional reaction

lw;cy"

affect listening interpretations. It

has been stated that "disciplined, coerced, and captured audiences

are often hostile audiences.n 22

Certai.nlzy"

dislike for classroom activities is not

a child with a genaral

emoti~

composed, but is

likely to present a spirit of resignation to most oral presentations.
Over stilllulation may be equally detrimental to the listening lesson.
The child who is too eager to express his am ideas about a subject

being presented or discussed will not be able to gain new insights
from another speaker.
Nichols has listed a number of emotions that prevent the listening
process:
Chewing

"grief, joy., anger, self-consciousness., fear., worry., laziness.
gum

disturbs some,

/J.s doey stormy weather,

certain color

combinations on the wall,, seated among enemies, and toothache.n 23
All these may be present in arq heterogeneous grouping such as is
f OUlld in the classroom.

Enviromnent
The atmosphere of the classroom is the responsibility of the

teacher to control., change and develop as various opportunities arise.
To assure attention in the typical child listener., a list of conditions

to be met has been given by Robert Canfield:

--

22Babcock, loo. cit., P• 251.
23Ralph O. Nichols and Ieonard A. Stevens, Are You Listeaj;lj?
(McGraw-Hill Book Conq:>atzy"
New York, 1957), P• 7?J:-

Inc.,

1. Adequate

p~ical

conditions are provided.

(a) Comfort in terms of temperature, lighting conditions,
and seating arrangements allow tull concentration on
the experiences at hand.
(b) The auditory experience is of adequate volume and tonal
quality (the teacher's voice is not excluded i'rClll this
provision).

2. The experience at bani is adjusted to the general interest
and. intellectual level of the children.

3. The purpose of the
by the listener.

e~eriment

is understood and accepted

l~.

<:pportunities for expressing one's views are interspersed
with listening to the contributions of others.

5.

Visual and auditory distractions are minimized.

6. Good raport between the listener and the speaker is
established.

7. There is abundance and

variety

in~t.he

type of ooq;>eriences

a child is eapected to attend to. 24

It is true that some environmental factors are beyond teacher
control.

In the school located close to noisy construction activities

or adjacent to a busy highway, it mq be difficult to find quiet times
f o.r concentrated listening periods.

Here the task of providing

interesting and challenging materials is greater and scheduling the
listening activities at the more opportune time may be a problem for
the teacher.

Room temperature cannot always be satisfactorily

controlled.

Here, too, scheduling and actiVities need special

consideration.

2.4Robert Canfield, "Approaches to Listening I:mprovement,"
Elementary Epglish, v. XXXV (January-December, 1958), P• 526.

Physical state of the listener
As in all learning situations, the physical well-being of the

learner is an important determinalxt in the overall results of the
efforts put forth by both the teacher an:l. the student.
Children who are undernourished,, tired from lack of sleep 1 or
have some physical weakness which requires medication during class
hours may not be alert to the presentations by the teacher or the
discussion of his classmates.

The most imporliant factor concerning

physical conditions and listening is the hearing ability of the

listener. Frequent auditory checks are a must among young children,
arxi

more especially

so if any signs of consistent inattention is

apparent.
After determining there is no hearing loss, all teachers should

be clearly aware of the factors which enable a person to attend 81'¥3.

concentrate.

To reassert these factors, 't'ihich include more than the

pcysical state of the listener,, these suggestions by Taylor sum up

the necessary requirements for planned oral instruction:
The general menta.1 and physical well-being of the listener;
his acquired attitudes toward listening and learning; learned
ability to focus his at~uliion; content must not be too ditticu1t1
but must be challenging. 5

Attitude of teacher
In reviewing conditions detr:llllental to a rewarding listening

program, same disturbing personal anotions such as grief, joy, anger,

25Tqlor,

--

loc. cit., P• 10.

16
warry, fear and self consciousness may have been brought into the

classroom and caused by outside enviromental influences.

In macy

o:r these circumstances,, the classroom teacher can do little to
remove the ea.uses of such emotional disturbances,, but effects which

prevent the child from attending to classroom activities may be
alleviated by the supervising person.
Teaching is as much listening as telling. We listen to
discover interests and. needs. Those trained in nondirective guidance know how :lJtq:>ortant it is far the therapist
to listen. The psychologist listens a great deal as the
patient talks. A good salesman listens to discover what
customers want. The wise teacher listens to encourage the
expression of children. At times a teacher listens because 26
a child, ar parent, needs an audience for a personal concern.

"Take time to listen11 and "be attentive" are two admonitions
the considerate teacher ma;r well heed.

The teacher may ask herself:

"a) 111hat kind of auding do I do :myself?' b) 'In the classroom, am I
usually talld.ng or do I often listen?•rt 27

"She should be highly sensitive

to the great truth that most teachers talk too much. n 28 By their own
actions teachers must in:licate to their students that they believe good
listening habits are important.

Where there is a fear of listening caused by repeated admonitions
to which the child for some reason may be unable to respond, this fear
26Paul s. Anderson, ~e Skills in Elementary Education
{The Macmillan Compa.ey, Neiior; l~), pp-; 85=86.

-s.

27R:usselJ. ani Russell, loc. cit., P•

58.

28verna D. Anderson, Paul
Amerson, Francis Ballant;ine, and
Virgil M. Howes,, Readi~s in the La.ngu.~e Arts (The Macmillan Canpany1
New York, 1964), P• ~ - -

17
can be el:imina.ted by the teacher's refraining from "nagging."
Consistent;ly saying things that the child does not want to hear w:i.ID.
cause him to develop a ha.bit of ttclosing his ears" when the teacher
speaks.

~

opportunities for learning have been lost to the

student when the teacher talked when he should have been listening•
or observing as another person in the· class is ta.lk:Lng.

The reason

for poor attention and concentration is Often found not within the

students attitudes bu.t is a fault of the teacher.
In his relationship with parents or other adul.t supervision with

whan. the children are in da:tcy' contact, the teacher may emphasize

his self-responsibility to the listening program by recalling mi
pointing out the two elements set apart by Nichols and Cashman as
related to the teaching of listening.
l.

Expressed attitudes toward listening and oral communication
on the part of adults with whan the young person is in close
contact.

2.

The observable listening habits of those same adults.

~lication that listening is primat"ily an asset for the
student, mt the teacher, always shoul.d be made carefully.29

The

If the above pre-requisites are developed to the best ability

of the listening instructor, the resul.ts will most likely be a
11

learning while listening" situation.

29Ra:Iph Nichols and Paul Cashman, "The Approval Factor in
Id.stening,n Education, v. Im (January, 196o), PP• 269-270•

CHAPTER Ill

LISTENING PROORAMS
Witty has found that "children on an average spend over three
hours per day seeing and listening to television programs.n 28 During
his day Olltside of school there are scout leaders, public speakers,
preachers, peer members, and characters in movies all demanling to
be heard.

In such a deluge, most often only the school can offer help

that will enable the child to select, reject, understand, an::l use this
torrent of words poured over him by a well-meaning society.

There is

much concern today about the :most effect!ve way children can be taught
to listen to this world of scums and decide what use can be ma.de of
what they

hea.1."'e

First consideration should be given to the fact that all

listening is not done in the same manner or for the same purpose.
How does one listen to the song or a bird, the rippling of water
in a lazy brook, or the rustling of Wind through his favorite shade

tree? The purpose here may be for full enjoyment,, the manner relaxad
and restful.

Another type of sound could include the music of the symphon;r,,
a beautiful voice singing one ts favorite songs, or the words of a
dramatic performer.

Here the purpose could also be for enjoyment or

18
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entertainment, and the manner may still be relaxed and restruJ..

Yet

the objective here may be Ca.ITied one step further and take on the
form of critical listening as the listener decides whether the
performers are doing as well as had been expected.

Also the motivation

for listening could be altered by the reason for attendance at such a
performance.

Listening will probabzy be done more caref'ul.J;r and

evaluation will be more effective if the emotional mood of the listener
is conducive to such a performance.
When listening to a political lecture, a news reporter, a sales
talk., or a discussion group, is listening to these different speakers
done with the same intensity ani interest? If there is to be intensive
listening in each situation, there must be a .feeling or need to attend

to what is being presented before the auditory senses can awaken
the thought mechanisms and make the spoken words meaningi'ul to the
listener.

The one reacts to any situation is a good indication as

to

the effect upon his thinking which has been created by the events perceived. As previously stated in this paper,

listening~

be expected

to produce reaction or it has not fulfilled the objectives or oral
communication.
Objectives
Distinct reaction to the spoken word nuzy- be the factor which most
effectively determines the objectives of a well planned listening
program.

Considering the many different listening situations in which

the child will find himself, in the elenentary curriculum, the following

list of objectives seem

to be

or prime

importance.
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1. To develop the ability to listen appreciativeJ.t by showing
courtesy to the speaker; by deriving enjoyment fral1
listening to the speakers, music, drama, and the sounds

of nature.
2.

To develop the ability to listen care.fuJJ;Y: and
thoueht!ul.J..y in order to follow directions, find
answers to questions, gra.sp new ideas am interests.

3. To develop the ability to listen critic~ in ordar
to evaluate information am. ideas on the~sis of
authenticity, qua.11dy' and purpose; to draw oonclusions;
to recognize bias.JI

To be able to reach these objectives a brief list of the skills
involved provide clues for instructional opportunities. Pratt and
Greene have tabulated the f'ollDwing listening comprehension skills:
I. Word perception.
A. Recall of meaning.
B. Deduction of meanings of unknown words.
II.

III.

Comprehension of ideas.
A. Noting details.
B. Following directions.
c. Organizing irrf;o main and subordinate ideas.
D. Selecting information pertinent to specific topic.
E. Detecting clues that shCM the speakers trend of thought.

Using ideas to build understan:ling.
expressed point of v:tew or fact in
relation to previous learning.
B. ¥.ak:i.ng justifiable ref ere mes. 31

A. Evaluating an

Types of programs
A question o!'ten asked by elementary teachers concerns an a.lt'eady

crowded schedule. When can I find time to add another area of'

specialized instruction to Il\V classroom activities.

3Dsabcock1

There is need for

~· ~., P• 14.

31Anderson, Anderson, Ballentine,

and Hawes,

12£• ~.,

P• 67.
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acknowledgment of the tact that although children will achieve a

certain growth in listening from d.aiJ.;r classroom activities, greater
illprovem.ent will be apparent when a planned program of listeni.ng
learning is prov.Lded.
By some, a regalarly schedu1ed training program is thought

to be necessary in order to assure the practice required to master
listening and aUding skills.

Others feel that these skills can be

taught in all classroom activities, with special emphasis in the
language arts program.

This tY,Pe of listening tra.:Ud ng program can be

a platmed procedure by systematically including throughout the ·langa.age
arts program those activities which prov:ide training in listening

am

auding.
The opinion of Mariam Wilt regarding aUditory skills is that:

The teaching of listening is not something new to be added
to an already overburdened school program. It is mere'.cy'
capitalising upon those cperiences which are alread;r apart
of your ~2 and using· them to make living am. learning more
ei'fective~3:
Pronovost says:
It is not necessary to f'ind more time tor another subject
in an already overcrowded school day• An analJ'sis of the

curricuJ.\Ull shows that an ad.equate number of' • • • • listening
activities exist.33
The alert teacher is often able to use unscheduled opportunities to
influence and guide the growth

-

32 Ibid., P•

or listening habits within bis

classroan.

r!L.

;N•

.33w:ubert Pronovost, ~ TeachinS 2! §s>eald.ng and Li.stenipg in
the Elementary School (New Xork: Longmans, Green, and Caupany, 1959),

p.-i;
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When to include the listening skills in the curriculnm is a
point 0£ consideration i t there is to be a planned order of instruction.

I

I

Recent:cy- educators have come to realize that the language
arts are a single pattern of interrelated skills which cannot be learned separately'1 and that the child 1s lesrning of
the language arts is closely related to his growth patterns
and to his eJq>eriences. • • •
The development of the language arts occupies almost
the euliire school d.q1 in reality1 language is taugldi from
the time the child first enters the classroom in the morning
until the last child goes heme. It is the medium ot operation
in nearly everything that is done throughout the ~• • • •
Language is therefore not an academic subject, but a
constantly used medium which can be enlarged alld. refined
on the child's level only throngh experience in using it.34

From the ear]3 grades, the :iJDportance of' caretu.l listening needs
to be stressed. The very young student mq be told that his ears
are tricky a.IXl do not always hear what be wants them to, but that
his ears need to be trained to hear just as his eyes mu.st be tl"ained.

to read.

1.his mq come as a surprise to the child when be has come

to school to learn to •read and write. n To him, he already knows
hCM to listen.

Hasn't he been listening for a long time?

The development of the listening skills are not perfected during

the first few years ot school.

A contimous progress should be

apparent; at all levels of teaching.
No element can be assigned to the course of stuc:\r tor a

given grade level to be attacked, practiced, aDd mastered
at that grade level. Ea.ch or the needed elements or skill

34Ruth G. stricklan:l, '!'he
School (Boston: D.C. Heath and

~
ompan;r;

Arts in the Elementarz
~;-"p;-14;
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must be introduced whenever children have need for it
and are J.zrljellectua.l:cy- and emotionally ready to work on
it. Work must be continuous from level to level,, in
life situations where it really functions, until children
have reached the point of confident and effective u;se of
the skill in all situations in which it is needed.3!:>

urn one study it was found that 90% of classroom. time in high
school is spent in listening to discussion anl lectures.n36

This

information points well toward the elementary classroom as the place
for special preparation in effective listening skills.
In the primar"".f grades, the necessity for hearing the correct

sounds of the spoken word demands good listening ha.bits.

The child

speaks words as he hears them, and maizy- children upon entering school
have never heard the correct pronunciation of the most simple words.
"Grotvth in oral language is one of the most important elements in

the entire program of the pr:imary school. n37

As important as

listening is at this level, the direct approach is not recommended

:for the pr:ilnary grades. .As the child grows older his attention span
may

be expected to lengthen and the capacity for participation Hill

broaden.

}'.iore characterized

a.."'ld

detailed listening ca.n be presented

as the abilities of the student develop.
Methods and activities

Earzy

training in listening may be given by simple listening

---

35Tay1or, loc. cit., P• 3.
36strickland, loc. cit., p. 116.

-

37Ibid.

to the sounds heard from the classroom:

the tick of the clock,,

the noises of the heating system, the sounds of footsteps in the

hall, or the patter of' rain on the window pane.

After listening

quietly for a short period.1 each child may name the sown or sounds
he has heard.

Listing these names on the challboard encourages

participation by even the slvest child who is oft.en the best listener.
Six-year-olds often display their first real classroom listening

when stories are told or read by the teacher.

Such stories must be

brief and chosen to fit the interests of the children.

After the oral

presentation, if' questions are asked about the who, what, and where
in the story the child will feel a need to attend to what is being

preserrted in order to participate in the discussion which follows.
More detailed response should be expected from the student
as he learns to listen for descriptive words and sequential
development in orally preserrted stories.

One child may describe a

picture and the rest of the class draw their own picture from the
oraJ. description.

Comparing detail, color, and relationships

between individual pictures give evidence of listening comprehension.
Pictures used in this activity should be1 as close:cy- as possible,

within the area of ooq:ierience or all children in the classroom.
Sharing time is an excellent opportunity to practice good

listening rurl speaking.
It is important far children to listen well to one
another as well as to adults. In this listening discrimina.te:J\v'
for information and pleasure, children should habitual:cygive the same kind of attention to one another as they are

2.5
supposed to give to the teacher. • • • A concomitant
responsibility is that the speaker has something worthwhile
to say. Courteous listening is important, but equally
:iIJportant is the realization on the part of the speaker
of his responsibility to the group.3B

The teacher is the key figure in the sharing-listening period.

He has a dual role of equal importance as he guides the sharing ot
experiences into wortmhile objectives, and as he displays h:is

<Mn

listening habits to the children.
A suggestion :ror teaching word perception is the 1iri,ting of
net-1 wards on the chalkboard and asking for meanings. Record
these meanings as the children offer them. Read a paragraph
containing the words and ask if' the word meanings have changed after
having heard the word used in a sentence.

For comprehension of ideas,, children could be given diff'erent
reasons far listening for listening to an oral reading. MultJt>le
choice questions based on the passage read a.re a good test oi'
listening ability.

It: detailed information has been grasped,, the

child will be able to choose the conect answer from among the three
or four suggested.

For following directions,, oral aritJ::mtetic will

keep the student alert to i;hat the speaker is s¢ng.
might be:

five.

An example

start with six, mult1f>ly by four, divide by three, subtract

What is the answer? A series of such mental exercises are

usually a 1'break11 for a written arithmetic assignment as well as a
good listening activ:tty.

38

--

Anderson,, Anderson, Ballentine,, and Hawes,, loc. cit., P•

54.
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Children mq be told to listen far the main idea of a paragraph
or story, or concentrating on one certain type of information could
be a valuable teaching practice. In a given story the class may be
told to listen far in:f'or.mation abont countries other than our

own.

Numbered facts,, when used to give more than one statement about

a certain point1 or voice inn.action and volume are meaningful
methods used by many speakers and should be pointed ont as a means
of helptul interpretation of oral instruction.

Children need to be

taught to listen carefully to each clue which makes an oral
presentation more easily understood..
Id.stening for statements which are untrne, or beccming aware
of inferences not told

direct~

require ba.ck:groun:J. intorma.tion

abont the subject which is being presented.

listening is perhaps more

success~

This method

or teaching

used in the upper elementary

grades.

Beyond the classroom mass media of communication such as
radio, television, and motion pictures mq be utilized in most
situations as helpful instruments in listening instruction i f the
objectives indicated tar classroom instruction are considered.
Children mq be encouraged to listen to news camnentators,, political
speakers,, am even commercials by setting forth the objectives ot
critical listening as guide posts.

As in other areas or learning,, to

effective~

care far individua1

differences in listening abilities, sa11e students lDa1' require
independent instruction.

others will learn better in small group
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activities. Sti11 others may need only the entire class presentations
to iJJ¥>rove listening skills.

Listening activities mu.st allra.ys be

suited to the ability level o£ the student.

Insisting that a child

participate in an activity for which he has no appreciation o:f' it's

value is on:cy- causing more indifference toward reaching the goals which
you have hoped he will attain.
In all teaching, the goals are determined by the needs for a

certain type

or

instruction. The needs for good listeners exists

throughout the day. The teacher must be aware of this need anl
at all opportune times be prepared to exercise helpful directives

tcMard more effective auclitory reception.
A.:ids and materials

A detailed list o:f' teachers helps in the form of listening

activities is given in Russell
Thr?Ugh

!!:!,! Ch-ad.es, also

am

Russell's book, ListeD:HJg

in!!".!~ Lista~

~

by Nichols and Stevens.

Most reading programs now include lessons designed !er the teaching

of effective listening.
Added

to the regular classroom opportunities are special aids

which have been proven to reinforce listening sld.lls.

In the S.R.A..

reading laboratories a listening program is emphasized as the level
of reading ability is advanced..

S.R.A.. says,

0

It is important to

improve your listening •• • and there is a special way to do it.n39

39Scientii'ic Research Associates, S R A. Reacli ng Laboratories•
Instructors Handbook, Elementary Fducation (Chicago, Scientific
Research Associates, 1958).
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T Q L R--or tune in, question, listen, review, is practiced by
following this special plan of instruction.

A listening center has been tried with some success in the
training to

c~rehen1

the spoken word.

The use of a "tape plq-

back or disk recorder with six or eight headphones so that children
may

listen without disturbing others in the classtt40 is among the

aids for listening instruction.

The teacher

~

record stories

and programs, spelling words, mathematical problems such as number

combinations, science e:x}>erimen:ts, and other subject material which
lends itself to oral presentation.

"Tapes or many- educational

radio programs are available fran local audio-visual centers, state
film and tape libraries, or the National Tape Duplicating Center at

the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.41

--

40Anderson, Anierson, Ballentine, and Hawes, loc. cit., p.

-

4llbid.

75.

CHAPTER IV
EVAWATION

Evaluating is an integral part of arI5' teaching program.

By

a good program of evaluation the teacher is able to find out what
progress has been made and where help is needed.
program is no exception to his rule.

The listening

Evaluating ability is not

testing the child's performance according to some scale of measurement.

"Rating, as it has been used in the schools, has often been

devastating, tearing dawn rather than building them up.

A good evaluation

program centers it's attention upon constructive guidance at all times."42
Inform.al appraisal
Ma.ey classroom activities lend themselves to the :i..nf'ormal

appraisal of listen instruction. A project of the Adult F.d.ucation
Council has been the organization of listening clinics.

An activity

used in these clinics might be adaptable for use in the elementary
classroom as a testing device.

One member reads aloud while the

others around the table concentrate on what he is saying.

Later they

summarize individ.ually what they heard and compare notes, often to
find that accounts differ widely.

42Strickland,

1:.5?2.• ~·,

Another activity applicable to

P• 16.
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purposeful listening in the upper grades is the listening to a
statement-rephrasing-and correcting by the original speaker.
Evaluation involves determining how well the pupil actua~
uses the listening skills in each situation tfhich requires
listening. In discussion,, t.or example, does he wait until the
speaker has finished before making contributions? Is he
becaning increasingly able to distinguish the irrelevant
comments from the relevant and the major points from the
minor ones? Does he, as a member of the discussion group,
exert some influence to adhere to the topic a:nd to reach
some conclusions? In convei:tng a message does he accuratel;v'
report the main idea? In carrying out directions does he
follow the proper sequence indicated in the instructions?
In listening to television and radio programs is he becoming
increasingly discriminating in a variety of wa:ys? In general~
is he becauing adept ::i.A,.adjusting his listening to his
purpose far listening?4J
Form.al eva.lu.ation

The emphasis on the listening factor of the language arts program
has brought a new area into the field of research.

Can listening be

tested?
11

•

Spearritt gives conclusive evidence of a listening ability

related to, but separate from, other verbal abilities.n44 Caffrey,
who developed the Cali.fornia Auding Test concluded that the verbal

comprehension factors can be broken down into at least two factors,
reading and listening comprehension and that there is a separate
listening, or auding factor which can be measured.
Concerning the teaching of langu.ages, Brooks has the following

statement to ma.lm:

43 nlinois

Curriculum Program, English Language Communications,
Springfield, Illinois, 1961.

hhnavid H. Russell, trA Conspectus of' Recent Research on Listening
Ability," Elementerz English (November, 1964), p. 264.
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The learning of language as camnunication implies the use
of m.any- more types or activity than have traditi~ been
employed in language testing. It has recently been discovered
that listening comprehension is a factor in language
behavior that lends i tselt remarkable well to ~asurement
and such tests are now caning into general use.45
Multiple choice tests have been used extensively in the testing

ot listening skills. However, in some research,, "Oral cloze procedure
appears to have certain ad.vantages over multiple choice tests as a
research technique for studying the cauprehension of the spoken message. n46
Standardized tests for listening inelude the Sequential Tests for
Fducational Progress (STEP):
Coozprehension Test.

Id.stening and the Brown-Carlsen Listening

The STEP tests consist of four farms including

fourth grade to college level. By some EDq:>erimenters, this test bas

been criticized as to its validity.

11

Sa.ne items appear to be guessed

readily by pupils who have the selection on which the item is based.
other experime?Iters con:plain that the test is too long and possibl\v

too easy. u47
There has been cooxplaints on the pa.rt of testers Which say that
the listening tests now available do not test all phases of auditory
perception. In the study by Spearritt, which bas been prev.tou.s'.cy mentioned,
in which the listening factor was de.finitely isolated,, sixth grade

.,£

4SNelson Brooks,
Harcourt, Brace, and Wor ,,

h6:oickens,

and

~~ Le~

•) , l

--

and Williams, loo.

(:tew York:

•

cit., P• 160.

47 Sara Lu.Mateen, "Teaching and Testing Critical Listening in the
Fii'lih and Sixth ~ade," Elementary English,, v. 41 (November, 1964),,

P• 744.
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pupils were given a battery or thirty-tour tests which measured reading

canprehension, inductive and deductive reasoning, attention,
meaningful and rote memory and memory span; auditory- ability; am the

STEP listening tests administered by tape recording. This would seem
to be sufficient as a means of' testing language art skills. Added to

this, the California Auding Test constructed by Caffrey was designed
to measure vocabulary, ability to follow directions, and comprehension

of talk or lectures.
A phase of listening previously neglected by test constructore was investigated by West ( 1958), who developed an
instrument to measure critical. or evaluative aspects or listening•
• • • Although this ef'rm"t was, admittectly1 only a beginning,,
it was a valuable step totr~ the evaluation or this crucial.

aspect Of good listeninge4ij

Perhaps some of' the best items

to be used in measuring listening

ability could be found in unpublished theses by indiViduals who have
written tests which have not been st.aniard:f.zed. Among these might be
found the names of Dev:i.ne,, Hogan, Imdsteen, Pratt, and Hayes.

These tests include subtests measuring the listening skills

previous~

mentioned by Pratt and Clreene: word perception, comprehension of

ideas, and using ideas to build understaming.

When the teacher has identified the listening skills which can
be practiced Within the classroom, both formal and informal. tests
can be used to test growth of listening ability among his pupils.

hSDuker 1 "Listening," P• 240.
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Related evaluation in other areas
Evaluation of the listening program becomes more than determining
the students progress in auditory perception, but rather how much
his learning to listen has helped in other areas of his education.

It has been reported by Dow that at least:
Eighteen f aotors of reading comprehension seem su:f:ficientl;r
similar to listening co:n;>rehension to consider these two
receptive skills closel;r related. This does not indicate
that they are identical • • • listening demands a great deal
more, inasmuch as the listener must foll.ow the speaker no
matter what the rate of speaking may be. Thus, in listening
there is litt;le time for rei'J.ection.49
Both Marsden and lewis conducted studies to determine the effect
of training in listening.

Purposes emphasized were listening for main

ideas of a selection, details, predicted outcome, and conclusions
from material presented.

J.n both

studies skills in reading selections

,

for the same purposes shared a sig:n:U'icant improvement.
other research has reported co-efficients between reading ani
listening.

"The results a.re not entire:cy consistent, but many show

that instruction in listening skills lead to improved reading. u50
Tests of listening have also proven satisfactory in measuring
reading potential.

Enough research has been done to "leave no doubt

that listening ability plays a vital role in determining reading
success or failure.51

49Paul M. Hollingsworth, "Can Training in Listening Improve
Reading?",, Re;;>.ding Teacher, v. XVIII (November, 1964), P• 121.

v. 65

50Sam Duker, "Listening and Reading, u Element& School Journal.,
(March, 1965), P• 322.

-

5l1bid., P• 326.

The close relationships

or the

listening and reading skills

are eVidenced by considering some of the ways in which listening and
reading are similar.

l. Both are related to the readiness factor. (experiences,
mental maturity, speakiilg and hearing vocabulary, and
interests in language activities).

2. Both flourish in a relaxed social situation.
(encourage free comnmnieation).

3. They can be i.Jrq?roved as the group agrees on standards
to be attained by group members. They may be summarized
in chart f'orm for ready reference.

4.

Both can be done more e£f'ectively when the concepts or
ideas in the material are at least part;:cy f'amiJ iar to
them.

5.

Both are mo.re eas~ learDed when their purposes for so
doing have been clearly defined.

6. Both include tvo main types, :f'unctional and appreciative.
(putting information to work as in :f'ollowing directions,
getting facts 1 finding the main idea, or reading am auding
for enjoyment).

7• In both the word is not the unit of comprehension but it
attects comprehension ot the phrase, the sentence, and the
paragraph. (There must be no confusion of key words. Word
meaning in context and in varied relationships is ~ortant
to both reading and auding ).

a.

In both the unit of comprehension is the phrase, sentence,
or the paragraph. (The use of signals such as punctuation
marks and their corresponding pa.uses and intonations in oral

language).

9. Both may involve critical or creative interpretation of' the
material.. In both cases the receiver ma,y utilize his previous
e:x;perience to c<Dbine the materials into some fresh, original.,
and personal interpretations.

lo.

Both take place in either individual or social situations.52

52Russell,

--

and Russell, loc:. cit., PP•

6-7.

One analogy has been stated as follows:
In both listening and reading you are trying to understand
What another person 1s s¢ng, oncy one person JDaY' say it
011tloud far ;rou to liste%Jo1 while another ma;y say it silentJ;v

on paper for you to read.
Speaking also carries a close relationship

skills.

to the listening

It has been said that,, "In a real sense, listening and

speaking are reverse sides of the same coin, one speaks to a listener:
one listens to a speaker.n54
The growth of children in listening is conliiml.ously interrelated with their growth in speaking, and after the ear'.cy'
years of childhood,, With their reading and writing as well.
(Listening is a forerw:mer or speaking and continues to bear
a reciprocal relationship to it.) For every speaker there must
be a listener: the listener in turn becomes a better speaker
!or having listened well to the speech of others •.5.5

The teacher has a respons:ihility in speech improvement, not to
be confUsed With speech correction.

li9 must listen discr:lminate:cy-

to the articulation or the consonant sOUDis in the speech of the
child. Once the incorrect soums are identified,, the direct teaching

of distinct sounds is :important. This teaching can o:nly be done in a
speaking-listening situation.

Che major point in the stress on clear

enunciation is to determine the p}\Vsical state of the auditory organs
of the child.

Often

the child cannot hear the sound and may need. to

be referred to the speech correctionist for further help in forming
the correct sounds.

--

53Scienti£ic Research Associates,, loo. cit.

54Aletha Berry,, "Interrelationships Between Listening and other
Ie.nguage Arts, n Elementary English,,

v.

XXXI (M:l.rch,

1954),

P•

165.

55The Canmission on the Curriculum of the National Council of
Teachers o! English, ~e Arts for T,~s Children (AppletonCentury•Cro:et, Inc.,
· Yor'.E,""i9'54.hP• •
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CONCLUSIONS AND REGOI'™1.imATIONS

Fducationa.l research has definitely established that there is
a listening sld.ll which can be strengthened by proViding opportunities
far instruction and practice within this major area of communication.
The la.ck of listening instruction has been recognized.. Also,,

this world of soum in which we live reflects the necessity of
acquiring profitable listening habits.

The listening skills have

been identified as a part of planned learning,, and objectives £or a
course of study to be .followed have been suggested.
A profitable listening program can be planned by co-ordinating
listeni.ng lessons with other areas of education,, recognizing auditory
reception as a major area of the language arts program.

At this time

it does not seam necessary to add another curricular subject in order
to teach listening skills.

Special emphasis on listening needs to be as carefull:y administered
as reading instruction.

Children should not be expected to listen to

expository materials too difficult for them.

The experiences and

needs of the child are the basis for the plamied listening program.
The teacher can do much to provide a good listening climate by

carefully appraising the Mme pupils are expected to listen. The
length of time spent in oral presentations must not exceed the abilit;y
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of the student to maintain the high level of izrterest necessary to
efficient listening.

Helping children to recognize the importance

or

listening and to analyze the problems which prevent; them :from being

good listeners is an outstanding feature in the beginning of a program
designed to improve listening skills.
Since 1958 greater emphasis on listening has resulted in more
materials for use in teaching understanding of the

or~

presented

lesson. Mu.oh research has been done in the area of testing growth
in listening ability,, but a great deal of it has been repititous with

relatively little material on testing for listening skills provided f'or

the classroom teacher.
More careful research would clear the

teaching the listening sld.lls.

~

wa::r to productive ways or

experimenters have used unsuitable

techniques,, and inadequate samples in their studies.

Short periods of

stlldy do not offer conclusive evidence of the best teaching methods,
arxl are often contradictory in their findings.

Experimental research would do well to co-ordinate their efforts
with other language arts skills, expecial.ly reading because or the
close relationship of these two skills. Research in speaking and.
Writing could also lend a service to studies in listening comprehension.
In the teaching field listening is an area which cannot be se gr egated

from the language arts program and it must not be excluded f'ran.
research in related fields. This type of research has more
come into being.

recen~

If the interrelationships of reading and listening

are ignored,, effective planning of either subject will be curtailed.
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